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• Neutrino imprint on cosmology: interplay between nuclear physics, particle 
physics, cosmology and particle physics 

• Bounds competitive with terrestrial experiments (e.g. mass bound shrank by 
factor 20 in 19 years, stronger than KATRIN, prospect to detect absolute 
mass scale within ~10 years) 

• Issues of model-dependance and robustness…

A quickly evolving field
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• Neutrino expected to be in thermal equilibrium until T~1 MeV, number 
density ~ 68% of CMB photons for T<0.5 MeV  

• Indirect proof of C B from BBN/primordial abundances, CMB map and large 
scale structure of the universe 

•  

•  in absence of extra relics (axions, dark radiation)

ν

Neff =

Neff ≃ 3

The Cosmic Neutrino Background (C B)ν

(energy density of neutrinos + possible other light/massless relics)  

(energy density of one neutrino family in instantaneous decoupling limit)
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• Precise study of neutrino decoupling (flavour effects, QED corrections) 
predict  (Froustey et al. 2020, Bennett et al. 2020) 

• Today,       ,           

• Direct detection very difficult due to low momentum (high energy resolution, 
background events…) 

• Future attempts with PTOLEMY (Tritium -decay stimulated by C B neutrino 
capture)

Neff = 3.044

n0
ν = 339.5cm−3 T0

ν = 1.7 × 10−4eV = 1.9 K

β ν

The Cosmic Neutrino Background (C B)ν
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•  : at least 2 mass eigenstates non-relativistic today 

• Each eigenstate : 

• radiation till ,  

• then, fraction of Dark Matter 

• Today 0.5% of matter components

Tν < |Δm2 |1/2
sol,atm

zNR ∼ mi /[0.53 meV] − 1

Ων = (Σimi)/[93.14 h2eV] ≥

The Cosmic Neutrino Background (C B)ν
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CMB temperature/polarisation                     Galaxy positions and weak lensing 

CMB temp/polar spectrum                                 LSS (matter) power spectrum
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Cosmological observables
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• Probes of background expansion from distance 
ladder  (luminosity of cepheids, supernovae) 

• Probes of background expansion extracted from 
robust geometrical information in LSS spectrum 
(Baryon Acoustic Oscillations) 

• Primordial Deuterium / Helium and theory of BBN
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Cosmological observables
14

Figure 11. The Hubble diagram for the Pantheon sample. The top panel shows the distance modulus for each SN; the
bottom panel shows residuals to the best fit cosmology. Distance modulus values are shown using G10 scatter model.

Given a vector of binned distance residuals of the SN
sample that may be expressed as �~µ = ~µ � ~µmodel (as
shown in Fig. 11 (bottom)) where ~µmodel is a vector of
distances from a cosmological model, then the �2 of the
model fit is expressed as

�2 = �~µT ·C�1 ·�~µ. (8)

Here we review each step of the analysis of the Pan-
theon sample and their associated systematic uncertain-
ties.

5.1. Calibration

The ‘Supercal’ calibration of all the samples in this
analysis is presented in S15. S15 takes advantage of
the sub-1% relative calibration of PS1 (Schlafly et al.
2012) across 3⇡ steradians of sky to compare photome-
try of tertiary standards from each survey. S15 measures
percent-level discrepancies between the defined calibra-
tion of each survey by determining the measured bright-
ness di↵erences of stars observed by a single survey and
PS1 and comparing this with predicted brightness dif-
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relativistic 
neutrino contribution 

to early expansion 

non-relativistic neutrino 
contribution to late expansion 
rate (acoustic angular scale)

metric fluctuations during non-
relativistic neutrino transition 

(early ISW)

JL & Pastor Pys. Rep. 2016; JL, Mangano, Miele, Pastor “Neutrino Cosmology” CUP; 
Drewes et al. 2016; Gerbino & Lattanzi 2017 ; RPP of PDG: JL & Verde “Neutrinos in Cosmology”;

neutrino slow down early 
dark matter clustering

neutrino slow down late 
ordinary/dark matter clustering

neutrino propagation and 
dispersion velocity

Neutrino effects on cosmological observables
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Figure 26.1: Ratio of the CMB C
T T
¸ (left, including lensing e�ects) and matter power spectrum P (k) (right, computed for each

model in units of (h≠1Mpc)3) for di�erent values of ∆Ne� © Ne� ≠ 3.044 over those of a reference model with ∆Ne� = 0. In order
to minimize and better characterise the e�ect of Ne� on the CMB, the parameters that are kept fixed are {zeq, z�, Êb, ·} and the
primordial spectrum parameters. Fixing {zeq, z�} is equivalent to fixing the fractional density of total radiation, of total matter and
of cosmological constant {�r, �m, ��} while increasing the Hubble parameter as a function of Ne� . The statistical errors on the C¸

are ≥ 1% for a band power of ∆¸ = 30 at ¸ ≥ 1000. The error on P (k) is estimated to be of the order of 5%.

Figure 26.2: Ratio of the CMB C
T T
¸ and matter power spectrum P (k) (computed for each model in units of (h≠1Mpc)3) for di�erent

values of
q

m‹ over those of a reference model with massless neutrinos. In order to minimize and better characterise the e�ect ofq
m‹ on the CMB, the parameters that are kept fixed are Êb, Êc, · , the angular scale of the sound horizon ◊s and the primordial

spectrum parameters (solid lines). This implies that we are increasing the Hubble parameter h as a function of
q

m‹ . For the matter
power spectrum, in order to single out the e�ect of neutrino free-streaming on P (k), the dashed lines show the spectrum ratio when
{Êm, Êb, ��} are kept fixed. For comparison, the error on P (k) is of the order of 5% with current observations, and the fractional C¸

errors are of the order of 1/

Ô
¸ at low ¸.

and the total neutrino average number density today:
n

0
‹ =339.5 cm≠3. Here h is the Hubble constant in units of 100

km s≠1 Mpc≠1.

26.2 E�ects of neutrino properties on cosmolog-
ical observables

As long as they are relativistic, i.e., until some time deep
inside the matter-dominated regime for neutrinos with a mass
mi π 3.15 T

eq

‹ ≥ 1.5 eV (see Big Bang Cosmology, Chap. 22
in this Review), neutrinos enhance the density of radiation: this
e�ect is parameterised by Ne� and can be discussed separately
from the e�ect of the mass that will be described later in this
section. Increasing Ne� impacts the observable spectra of CMB
anisotropies and matter fluctuations through background and per-
turbation e�ects.

26.2.1 E�ect of Ne� on the CMB
The background e�ects depend on what is kept fixed when in-

creasing Ne� . If the densities of other species are kept fixed, a
higher Ne� implies a smaller redshift of radiation-to-matter equal-
ity, with very strong e�ects on the CMB spectrum: when the
amount of expansion between radiation-to-matter equality and

photon decoupling is larger, the CMB peaks are suppressed. This
e�ect is not truly characteristic of the neutrino density, since it
can be produced by varying several other parameters. Hence, to
characterise the e�ect of Ne� , it is more useful and illuminat-
ing to enhance the density of total radiation, of total matter and
of � by exactly the same amount, in order to keep the redshift
of radiation-to-matter equality zeq and matter-to-� equality z�

fixed [18–20]. The primordial spectrum parameters, the baryon
density Êb © �bh

2 and the optical depth to reionization · can
be kept fixed at the same time, since we can simply vary Ne�

together with the Hubble parameter h with fixed {Êb, �c, ��}.
The impact of such a transformation is shown in Fig. 26.1 for
the CMB temperature spectrum C

T T
¸ (defined in Chap. 29 in

this Review) and for the matter power spectrum P (k) (defined
in Chap. 22 in this Review) for several representative values of
Ne� . These e�ects are within the reach of cosmological observa-
tions given current error bars, as discussed in Section 26.3.1 (for
instance, with the Planck satellite data, the statistical error on
the C¸’s is of the order of one per cent for a band power of ∆¸ =
30 at ¸ ≥ 1000).

With this transformation, the main background e�ect of Ne�

Fixed                                                                                         (from RPP, JL & Verde) {Ωr, Ωm, ΩΛ}
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Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters

side, the value of the nuclear reaction rate d(p, �)3He, which
has a major impact on BBN computations of the primordial
deuterium calculation, has now been calculated ab initio. The
most recent theoretical calculation is presented in Marcucci et al.
(2016, leading to a smaller value of yDP) and di↵ers significantly
from previous predictions extrapolated from laboratory experi-
ments by Adelberger et al. (2011). This issue should be settled
by forthcoming precise measurements by the LUNA experiment
(Gustavino 2017). In this paper we will compare the results ob-
tained when the deuterium fraction is computed in three di↵erent
ways:
(a) with PArthENoPE, assuming the experimental rate from

Adelberger et al. (2011);
(b) with PArthENoPE, using the theoretical rate of

Marcucci et al. (2016);
(c) with PRIMAT, using the rate from Iliadis et al. (2016), based

on a hybrid method that consists of assuming the energy de-
pendence of the rate computed ab initio by Marcucci et al.
(2005) and normalizing it with a fit to a selection of labora-
tory measurements.

In addition to the d(p, �)3He reaction rates, the current versions
of PArthENoPE, PRIMAT, and other codes (such as that devel-
oped by Nollett & Burles 2000; Nollett & Holder 2011) make
di↵erent assumptions on other rates, in particular those of the
deuterium fusion reactions d(d, n)3He and d(d, p)3H, which also
contribute significantly to the error budget of the primordial deu-
terium fraction. PArthENoPE estimates these rates by averaging
over all existing measurements, while PRIMAT again uses a hy-
brid method based on a subset of the existing data. When using
one of approaches (a), (b), or (c), we adopt di↵erent theoretical
errors. For (a), Adelberger et al. (2011) estimate that the error in
their extrapolated rate propagates to �(yDP) = 0.06. For (b), we
rely on the claim by Marcucci et al. (2016) that the error is now
dominated by uncertainties on deuterium fusion and propagates
to �(yDP) = 0.03. For (c), the error computed by PRIMAT (close
to the best-fit value of !b) is similar, �(yDP) = 0.032.

These systematic error estimates are consistent with the dif-
ferences between di↵erent BBN codes. Taking d(p, �)3He from
Marcucci et al. (2016), the prediction of PArthENoPE 1.10 is
higher than that of the code by Nollett & Holder (2011) by
about �yDP = 0.04, which is comparable to the theoretical er-
ror adopted in this paper. Nollett & Holder (2011) attribute this
shift to their di↵erent assumptions on the deuterium fusion rates.
The shift between cases (b) and (c) is smaller, �yDP = 0.015,
suggesting that di↵erences in d(p, �)3He and in the deuterium
fusion rates nearly compensate each other in the final result.

Nuclear rate uncertainties are critically important in the dis-
cussion of the compatibility between deuterium measurements
and CMB data. Cooke et al. (2018) reported that their measure-
ment of primordial deuterium was in moderate 2.0� tension
with the Planck baryon density from PCP15. This is based on the
predictions of the code of Nollett & Holder (2011) with the nu-
clear rate of Marcucci et al. (2016). Switching to PArthENoPE
(b) and including the theoretical error �(yDP) = 0.03, we find
consistency to 1.1�. With our three BBN calculation pipelines,
the deuterium abundance measurement of Cooke et al. (2018)
translates into the following bounds on !b:
(a) !b = 0.02270 ± 0.00075
(b) !b = 0.02198 ± 0.00044
(c) !b = 0.02189 ± 0.00046

9>>>>=
>>>>;

95 %,
Cooke (2018), (73)

including theoretical errors. In several places in this work and
in Planck Collaboration VIII (2018), we refer to a “conservative
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Fig. 39. Constraints in the !b–Ne↵ plane from Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE and Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+BAO+lensing data (68 %
and 95 % contours) compared to the predictions of BBN com-
bined with primordial abundance measurements of helium
(Aver et al. 2015, in grey) and deuterium (Cooke et al. 2018, in
green and blue, depending on which reaction rates are assumed).
In the CMB analysis, Ne↵ is allowed to vary as an additional
parameter to the base-⇤CDM model, while YP is inferred from
!b and Ne↵ according to BBN predictions. For clarity we only
show the deuterium predictions based on the PArthENoPEcode
with two assumptions on the nuclear rate d(p, �)3He (case (a) in
blue, case (b) in green). These constraints assume no significant
lepton asymmetry.

BBN prior” !b = 0.0222± 0.0005 (68% CL), set to be compati-
ble with each of these three predictions.

We now update this discussion using the latest Planck re-
sults. With our three assumptions (a), (b), and (c) on standard
BBN, the determination of !b by Planck 2018 for the base-
⇤CDM model (see Eq. 71) implies

(a) yDP = 2.587+(0.055)0.13
�(0.052)0.13

(b) yDP = 2.455+(0.054)0.081
�(0.053)0.080

(c) yDP = 2.439+(0.053)0.082
�(0.051)0.081

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

95 %, TT,TE,EE+lowE, (74)

with the !b-only error between parentheses, followed by the to-
tal error including the theoretical uncertainty. These results are in
agreement with the Cooke et al. (2018) measurement to within
0.8�, 1.4�, and 1.7�, respectively. Thus no significant tensions
are found in any of these cases.

Other light elements. We do not discuss other light elements,
such as tritium and lithium, since the observed abundance mea-
surements and their interpretation is more controversial (see
Fields et al. 2014, for a review), and Planck does not provide
any significant new constraints.

Nuclear rates from bounds from Planck. The previous para-
graphs highlighted the importance of assumptions on the
radiative-capture process d(p, �)3He for deuterium abundance
predictions. It is worth checking whether the comparison of
CMB and deuterium abundance data provides an indirect esti-
mate of this rate. This approach was suggested in Cooke et al.

52
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Table 26.1: Summary of Ne� constraints.

Model 95%CL Ref.
CMB alone
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] �CDM+Ne� 2.92+0.36

≠0.37
[22]

CMB + background evolution + LSS
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] + BAO �CDM+Ne� 2.99+0.34

≠0.33
[22]

” + BAO + R21 �CDM+Ne� 3.34 ± 0.14 (68%CL) [11]
” ” +5-params. 2.85 ± 0.23 (68%CL) [23]

A few of the neutrino mass e�ects described above –free-
streaming scale, early ISW– depend on individual masses mi,
but most of them depend only on the total mass through f‹ –
suppression of the matter power spectrum, CMB lensing, shift in
angular diameter distance–. Because the latter e�ects are eas-
ier to measure, cosmology is primarily sensitive to the total massq

m‹ [38,39]. The possibility that future data sets might be able
to measure individual masses or the mass hierarchy, despite sys-
tematic errors and parameter degeneracies, has recently become
a subject of investigation [40,41].

26.3 Cosmological Constraints on neutrino
properties

In this review we focus on cosmological constraints on the abun-
dance and mass of ordinary active neutrinos. Several stringent
but model-dependent constraints on non-standard neutrinos (e.g.,
sterile neutrinos, active neutrinos with interactions beyond the
weak force, unstable neutrinos with invisible decay, etc.) can also
be found in the literature.

26.3.1 Neutrino abundance
Table 26.1 shows a list of constraints on Ne� obtained with

several combination of data sets. ‘Pl18’ denotes the Planck
2018 data, composed of a high-¸ temperature+polarization likeli-
hood (TT,TE,EE), low-¸ polarization (low E) and CMB lensing
spectrum likelihood (lensing) based on lensing extraction from
quadratic estimators [22]. ‘BAO’ refers to measurements of the
BAO scale (and hence of the angular diameter distance) from var-
ious recent data sets, described in detail in the references given in
the table. ‘R21’ refers to the distance ladder local measurement
of the Hubble scale from cepheids and supernovae [42].

Within the framework of a 7-parameter cosmological model
(�CDM+Ne�), the constraint on Ne� from the Planck 2018 data
release [TT,TE,EE+lowE] is Ne� = 2.92+0.36

≠0.37
(95%CL). This

number is perfectly compatible with the prediction of the stan-
dard neutrino decoupling model, Ne� = 3.044, and can be viewed
as a proof of self-consistency of the cosmological model.

The bounds can be tightened by adding information on the
low-redshift background expansion from BAOs, or local H0 mea-
surements. Finally, one can also add information on large scale
structure (LSS), i.e., on the growth rate and clustering ampli-
tude of matter as a function of scale. However, LSS data are
not very constraining for the Ne� parameter, and the only LSS
data included in Table 26.1 is the measurement of the CMB lens-
ing spectrum. All combinations of Planck 2018 data with BAO
or CMB lensing constraints return measurements consistent with
the standard expectation.

The situation is di�erent with the inclusion of the low-redshift
measurement of H0 by R21 [42], known to be in tension with
Planck in the �CDM framework. As explained in Section 26.2, the
positive correlation between Ne� and h means that inclusion of the
H0 measurement pushes Ne� to higher values, Ne� = 3.34 ± 0.14
(68%CL, Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] + BAO + R21) [11],
compatible with the standard expectation at the ≥ 2.1‡ level.
However, the Ne� extension to the �CDM model does not reduce
the tension significantly enough to be an appealing solution. It
remains to be seen whether the > 4.2‡ tension between CMB data
and direct measurements of H0 results from systematics, or from
a departure from the �CDM model [11,46–49].

The error bars on Ne� degrade mildly when the data are anal-
ysed in the context of more extended cosmological scenarios.
Adding only the total neutrino mass as an 8th free parameter

has a negligible impact on the bounds.
The authors of Ref. [23] take a more extreme point of view

and fit a 12-parameter model to Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing]
data; they obtain Ne� = 2.95 ± 0.24 (68% CL), showing that it
is very di�cult with current cosmological data to accommodate
shifts of more than 0.5 from the standard Ne� value, and to ob-
tain good fits with, for instance, a fourth (sterile) thermalized
neutrino. This is interesting since the anomalies in some oscilla-
tion data could be interpreted as evidence for at least one sterile
neutrino with a large mixing angle, which would need to be ther-
malised unless non-standard interactions come into play [5]. In
other words cosmology disfavours the explanation of the oscilla-
tions anomalies in terms of extra neutrinos if they are thermalized.

26.3.2 Are they really neutrinos, as expected?
While a value of Ne� significantly di�erent from zero (at more

than 15‡) and consistent with the expected number 3.044 yields a
powerful indirect confirmation of the C‹B, departures from stan-
dard Ne� could be caused by any ingredient a�ecting the early-
time expansion rate of the Universe. Extra relativistic particles
(either decoupled, self-interacting, or interacting with a dark sec-
tor), a background of gravitational waves, an oscillating scalar
field with quartic potential, departures from Einstein gravity, or
large extra dimensions are some of the possibilities for such in-
gredients. In principle one could even assume that the cosmic
neutrino background never existed or has decayed (like in the
“neutrinoless Universe” model of [50]) while another dark radia-
tion component is responsible for Ne� . At least, cosmological data
allow to narrow the range of possible interpretations of Ne� ƒ 3
to the presence of decoupled relativistic relics like standard neu-
trinos. Indeed, free-streaming particles leave specific signatures in
the CMB and LSS spectra, because their density and pressure per-
turbations, bulk velocities and anisotropic stress also source the
metric perturbations. These signatures can be tested in several
ways.

A first approach consists of introducing a self-interaction term
in the neutrino equations [6, 7]. Ref. [8] finds that current CMB
and BAO data are compatible with no self-interactions. The up-
per limit to the e�ective coupling constant Ge� for a Fermi-like
four-fermions interaction at 95% confidence is log

10
(Ge�MeV2) <

≠0.8 for Pl15+BAO. Note however that neutrino self-interactions
as strong as log

10
(Ge�MeV2) ƒ ≠1.4 could reconcile CMB tem-

perature and BAO data with the direct H0 measurement of
Ref [42], but such interactions seem to be hardly compatible with
BBN, laboratory constraints [10] and CMB polarization [9, 11].

A second approach consists of introducing two phenomenologi-
cal parameters, ce� and cvis (see e.g., [51–53]): c

2

e�
generalizes the

linear relation between isotropic pressure perturbations and den-
sity perturbations, while c

2

vis
modifies the neutrino anisotropic

stress equation. While relativistic free-streaming species have
(c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 1/3), a perfect relativistic fluid would have

(c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 0). Other values do not necessarily refer to

a concrete model, but make it possible to interpolate between
these limits. Planck data strongly suggests (c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 1/3)

[54, 55].
Finally, Ref. [21] (resp. [24]) shows that current data are precise

enough to detect the “neutrino drag” e�ect mentioned in Sec. 26.2
through the measurement of the CMB peak (resp. BAO) scale.
These findings show that current cosmological data are able to
detect not just the average density of some relativistic relics, but
also their anisotropies.

• Compatible with BBN / Deuterium + Helium

(from RPP, JL & Verde) 
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Table 26.1: Summary of Ne� constraints.

Model 95%CL Ref.
CMB alone
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] �CDM+Ne� 2.92+0.36

≠0.37
[22]

CMB + background evolution + LSS
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] + BAO �CDM+Ne� 2.99+0.34

≠0.33
[22]

” + BAO + R21 �CDM+Ne� 3.34 ± 0.14 (68%CL) [11]
” ” +5-params. 2.85 ± 0.23 (68%CL) [23]

A few of the neutrino mass e�ects described above –free-
streaming scale, early ISW– depend on individual masses mi,
but most of them depend only on the total mass through f‹ –
suppression of the matter power spectrum, CMB lensing, shift in
angular diameter distance–. Because the latter e�ects are eas-
ier to measure, cosmology is primarily sensitive to the total massq

m‹ [38,39]. The possibility that future data sets might be able
to measure individual masses or the mass hierarchy, despite sys-
tematic errors and parameter degeneracies, has recently become
a subject of investigation [40,41].

26.3 Cosmological Constraints on neutrino
properties

In this review we focus on cosmological constraints on the abun-
dance and mass of ordinary active neutrinos. Several stringent
but model-dependent constraints on non-standard neutrinos (e.g.,
sterile neutrinos, active neutrinos with interactions beyond the
weak force, unstable neutrinos with invisible decay, etc.) can also
be found in the literature.

26.3.1 Neutrino abundance
Table 26.1 shows a list of constraints on Ne� obtained with

several combination of data sets. ‘Pl18’ denotes the Planck
2018 data, composed of a high-¸ temperature+polarization likeli-
hood (TT,TE,EE), low-¸ polarization (low E) and CMB lensing
spectrum likelihood (lensing) based on lensing extraction from
quadratic estimators [22]. ‘BAO’ refers to measurements of the
BAO scale (and hence of the angular diameter distance) from var-
ious recent data sets, described in detail in the references given in
the table. ‘R21’ refers to the distance ladder local measurement
of the Hubble scale from cepheids and supernovae [42].

Within the framework of a 7-parameter cosmological model
(�CDM+Ne�), the constraint on Ne� from the Planck 2018 data
release [TT,TE,EE+lowE] is Ne� = 2.92+0.36

≠0.37
(95%CL). This

number is perfectly compatible with the prediction of the stan-
dard neutrino decoupling model, Ne� = 3.044, and can be viewed
as a proof of self-consistency of the cosmological model.

The bounds can be tightened by adding information on the
low-redshift background expansion from BAOs, or local H0 mea-
surements. Finally, one can also add information on large scale
structure (LSS), i.e., on the growth rate and clustering ampli-
tude of matter as a function of scale. However, LSS data are
not very constraining for the Ne� parameter, and the only LSS
data included in Table 26.1 is the measurement of the CMB lens-
ing spectrum. All combinations of Planck 2018 data with BAO
or CMB lensing constraints return measurements consistent with
the standard expectation.

The situation is di�erent with the inclusion of the low-redshift
measurement of H0 by R21 [42], known to be in tension with
Planck in the �CDM framework. As explained in Section 26.2, the
positive correlation between Ne� and h means that inclusion of the
H0 measurement pushes Ne� to higher values, Ne� = 3.34 ± 0.14
(68%CL, Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] + BAO + R21) [11],
compatible with the standard expectation at the ≥ 2.1‡ level.
However, the Ne� extension to the �CDM model does not reduce
the tension significantly enough to be an appealing solution. It
remains to be seen whether the > 4.2‡ tension between CMB data
and direct measurements of H0 results from systematics, or from
a departure from the �CDM model [11,46–49].

The error bars on Ne� degrade mildly when the data are anal-
ysed in the context of more extended cosmological scenarios.
Adding only the total neutrino mass as an 8th free parameter

has a negligible impact on the bounds.
The authors of Ref. [23] take a more extreme point of view

and fit a 12-parameter model to Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing]
data; they obtain Ne� = 2.95 ± 0.24 (68% CL), showing that it
is very di�cult with current cosmological data to accommodate
shifts of more than 0.5 from the standard Ne� value, and to ob-
tain good fits with, for instance, a fourth (sterile) thermalized
neutrino. This is interesting since the anomalies in some oscilla-
tion data could be interpreted as evidence for at least one sterile
neutrino with a large mixing angle, which would need to be ther-
malised unless non-standard interactions come into play [5]. In
other words cosmology disfavours the explanation of the oscilla-
tions anomalies in terms of extra neutrinos if they are thermalized.

26.3.2 Are they really neutrinos, as expected?
While a value of Ne� significantly di�erent from zero (at more

than 15‡) and consistent with the expected number 3.044 yields a
powerful indirect confirmation of the C‹B, departures from stan-
dard Ne� could be caused by any ingredient a�ecting the early-
time expansion rate of the Universe. Extra relativistic particles
(either decoupled, self-interacting, or interacting with a dark sec-
tor), a background of gravitational waves, an oscillating scalar
field with quartic potential, departures from Einstein gravity, or
large extra dimensions are some of the possibilities for such in-
gredients. In principle one could even assume that the cosmic
neutrino background never existed or has decayed (like in the
“neutrinoless Universe” model of [50]) while another dark radia-
tion component is responsible for Ne� . At least, cosmological data
allow to narrow the range of possible interpretations of Ne� ƒ 3
to the presence of decoupled relativistic relics like standard neu-
trinos. Indeed, free-streaming particles leave specific signatures in
the CMB and LSS spectra, because their density and pressure per-
turbations, bulk velocities and anisotropic stress also source the
metric perturbations. These signatures can be tested in several
ways.

A first approach consists of introducing a self-interaction term
in the neutrino equations [6, 7]. Ref. [8] finds that current CMB
and BAO data are compatible with no self-interactions. The up-
per limit to the e�ective coupling constant Ge� for a Fermi-like
four-fermions interaction at 95% confidence is log

10
(Ge�MeV2) <

≠0.8 for Pl15+BAO. Note however that neutrino self-interactions
as strong as log

10
(Ge�MeV2) ƒ ≠1.4 could reconcile CMB tem-

perature and BAO data with the direct H0 measurement of
Ref [42], but such interactions seem to be hardly compatible with
BBN, laboratory constraints [10] and CMB polarization [9, 11].

A second approach consists of introducing two phenomenologi-
cal parameters, ce� and cvis (see e.g., [51–53]): c

2

e�
generalizes the

linear relation between isotropic pressure perturbations and den-
sity perturbations, while c

2

vis
modifies the neutrino anisotropic

stress equation. While relativistic free-streaming species have
(c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 1/3), a perfect relativistic fluid would have

(c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 0). Other values do not necessarily refer to

a concrete model, but make it possible to interpolate between
these limits. Planck data strongly suggests (c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 1/3)

[54, 55].
Finally, Ref. [21] (resp. [24]) shows that current data are precise

enough to detect the “neutrino drag” e�ect mentioned in Sec. 26.2
through the measurement of the CMB peak (resp. BAO) scale.
These findings show that current cosmological data are able to
detect not just the average density of some relativistic relics, but
also their anisotropies.

• Provides bounds on neutrino asymmetry 

• BBN / Helium more sensitive through beta decay and oscillations
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Table 26.1: Summary of Ne� constraints.

Model 95%CL Ref.
CMB alone
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] �CDM+Ne� 2.92+0.36

≠0.37
[22]

CMB + background evolution + LSS
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] + BAO �CDM+Ne� 2.99+0.34

≠0.33
[22]

” + BAO + R21 �CDM+Ne� 3.34 ± 0.14 (68%CL) [11]
” ” +5-params. 2.85 ± 0.23 (68%CL) [23]

A few of the neutrino mass e�ects described above –free-
streaming scale, early ISW– depend on individual masses mi,
but most of them depend only on the total mass through f‹ –
suppression of the matter power spectrum, CMB lensing, shift in
angular diameter distance–. Because the latter e�ects are eas-
ier to measure, cosmology is primarily sensitive to the total massq

m‹ [38,39]. The possibility that future data sets might be able
to measure individual masses or the mass hierarchy, despite sys-
tematic errors and parameter degeneracies, has recently become
a subject of investigation [40,41].

26.3 Cosmological Constraints on neutrino
properties

In this review we focus on cosmological constraints on the abun-
dance and mass of ordinary active neutrinos. Several stringent
but model-dependent constraints on non-standard neutrinos (e.g.,
sterile neutrinos, active neutrinos with interactions beyond the
weak force, unstable neutrinos with invisible decay, etc.) can also
be found in the literature.

26.3.1 Neutrino abundance
Table 26.1 shows a list of constraints on Ne� obtained with

several combination of data sets. ‘Pl18’ denotes the Planck
2018 data, composed of a high-¸ temperature+polarization likeli-
hood (TT,TE,EE), low-¸ polarization (low E) and CMB lensing
spectrum likelihood (lensing) based on lensing extraction from
quadratic estimators [22]. ‘BAO’ refers to measurements of the
BAO scale (and hence of the angular diameter distance) from var-
ious recent data sets, described in detail in the references given in
the table. ‘R21’ refers to the distance ladder local measurement
of the Hubble scale from cepheids and supernovae [42].

Within the framework of a 7-parameter cosmological model
(�CDM+Ne�), the constraint on Ne� from the Planck 2018 data
release [TT,TE,EE+lowE] is Ne� = 2.92+0.36

≠0.37
(95%CL). This

number is perfectly compatible with the prediction of the stan-
dard neutrino decoupling model, Ne� = 3.044, and can be viewed
as a proof of self-consistency of the cosmological model.

The bounds can be tightened by adding information on the
low-redshift background expansion from BAOs, or local H0 mea-
surements. Finally, one can also add information on large scale
structure (LSS), i.e., on the growth rate and clustering ampli-
tude of matter as a function of scale. However, LSS data are
not very constraining for the Ne� parameter, and the only LSS
data included in Table 26.1 is the measurement of the CMB lens-
ing spectrum. All combinations of Planck 2018 data with BAO
or CMB lensing constraints return measurements consistent with
the standard expectation.

The situation is di�erent with the inclusion of the low-redshift
measurement of H0 by R21 [42], known to be in tension with
Planck in the �CDM framework. As explained in Section 26.2, the
positive correlation between Ne� and h means that inclusion of the
H0 measurement pushes Ne� to higher values, Ne� = 3.34 ± 0.14
(68%CL, Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] + BAO + R21) [11],
compatible with the standard expectation at the ≥ 2.1‡ level.
However, the Ne� extension to the �CDM model does not reduce
the tension significantly enough to be an appealing solution. It
remains to be seen whether the > 4.2‡ tension between CMB data
and direct measurements of H0 results from systematics, or from
a departure from the �CDM model [11,46–49].

The error bars on Ne� degrade mildly when the data are anal-
ysed in the context of more extended cosmological scenarios.
Adding only the total neutrino mass as an 8th free parameter

has a negligible impact on the bounds.
The authors of Ref. [23] take a more extreme point of view

and fit a 12-parameter model to Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing]
data; they obtain Ne� = 2.95 ± 0.24 (68% CL), showing that it
is very di�cult with current cosmological data to accommodate
shifts of more than 0.5 from the standard Ne� value, and to ob-
tain good fits with, for instance, a fourth (sterile) thermalized
neutrino. This is interesting since the anomalies in some oscilla-
tion data could be interpreted as evidence for at least one sterile
neutrino with a large mixing angle, which would need to be ther-
malised unless non-standard interactions come into play [5]. In
other words cosmology disfavours the explanation of the oscilla-
tions anomalies in terms of extra neutrinos if they are thermalized.

26.3.2 Are they really neutrinos, as expected?
While a value of Ne� significantly di�erent from zero (at more

than 15‡) and consistent with the expected number 3.044 yields a
powerful indirect confirmation of the C‹B, departures from stan-
dard Ne� could be caused by any ingredient a�ecting the early-
time expansion rate of the Universe. Extra relativistic particles
(either decoupled, self-interacting, or interacting with a dark sec-
tor), a background of gravitational waves, an oscillating scalar
field with quartic potential, departures from Einstein gravity, or
large extra dimensions are some of the possibilities for such in-
gredients. In principle one could even assume that the cosmic
neutrino background never existed or has decayed (like in the
“neutrinoless Universe” model of [50]) while another dark radia-
tion component is responsible for Ne� . At least, cosmological data
allow to narrow the range of possible interpretations of Ne� ƒ 3
to the presence of decoupled relativistic relics like standard neu-
trinos. Indeed, free-streaming particles leave specific signatures in
the CMB and LSS spectra, because their density and pressure per-
turbations, bulk velocities and anisotropic stress also source the
metric perturbations. These signatures can be tested in several
ways.

A first approach consists of introducing a self-interaction term
in the neutrino equations [6, 7]. Ref. [8] finds that current CMB
and BAO data are compatible with no self-interactions. The up-
per limit to the e�ective coupling constant Ge� for a Fermi-like
four-fermions interaction at 95% confidence is log

10
(Ge�MeV2) <

≠0.8 for Pl15+BAO. Note however that neutrino self-interactions
as strong as log

10
(Ge�MeV2) ƒ ≠1.4 could reconcile CMB tem-

perature and BAO data with the direct H0 measurement of
Ref [42], but such interactions seem to be hardly compatible with
BBN, laboratory constraints [10] and CMB polarization [9, 11].

A second approach consists of introducing two phenomenologi-
cal parameters, ce� and cvis (see e.g., [51–53]): c

2

e�
generalizes the

linear relation between isotropic pressure perturbations and den-
sity perturbations, while c

2

vis
modifies the neutrino anisotropic

stress equation. While relativistic free-streaming species have
(c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 1/3), a perfect relativistic fluid would have

(c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 0). Other values do not necessarily refer to

a concrete model, but make it possible to interpolate between
these limits. Planck data strongly suggests (c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 1/3)

[54, 55].
Finally, Ref. [21] (resp. [24]) shows that current data are precise

enough to detect the “neutrino drag” e�ect mentioned in Sec. 26.2
through the measurement of the CMB peak (resp. BAO) scale.
These findings show that current cosmological data are able to
detect not just the average density of some relativistic relics, but
also their anisotropies.

• Global fit, in principle model-dependent, in practise not so much for simple 
extensions of CDM 

• Internal cracks: growing tensions in cosmological data (4.2  “Hubble 
tension”) 

• Discussions about  as a solution. Currently disfavoured. 

Λ

σ

Neff > 3

(from RPP, JL & Verde) 

(De Valentino et al. 2020)
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Table 26.1: Summary of Ne� constraints.

Model 95%CL Ref.
CMB alone
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] �CDM+Ne� 2.92+0.36

≠0.37
[22]

CMB + background evolution + LSS
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] + BAO �CDM+Ne� 2.99+0.34

≠0.33
[22]

” + BAO + R21 �CDM+Ne� 3.34 ± 0.14 (68%CL) [11]
” ” +5-params. 2.85 ± 0.23 (68%CL) [23]

A few of the neutrino mass e�ects described above –free-
streaming scale, early ISW– depend on individual masses mi,
but most of them depend only on the total mass through f‹ –
suppression of the matter power spectrum, CMB lensing, shift in
angular diameter distance–. Because the latter e�ects are eas-
ier to measure, cosmology is primarily sensitive to the total massq

m‹ [38,39]. The possibility that future data sets might be able
to measure individual masses or the mass hierarchy, despite sys-
tematic errors and parameter degeneracies, has recently become
a subject of investigation [40,41].

26.3 Cosmological Constraints on neutrino
properties

In this review we focus on cosmological constraints on the abun-
dance and mass of ordinary active neutrinos. Several stringent
but model-dependent constraints on non-standard neutrinos (e.g.,
sterile neutrinos, active neutrinos with interactions beyond the
weak force, unstable neutrinos with invisible decay, etc.) can also
be found in the literature.

26.3.1 Neutrino abundance
Table 26.1 shows a list of constraints on Ne� obtained with

several combination of data sets. ‘Pl18’ denotes the Planck
2018 data, composed of a high-¸ temperature+polarization likeli-
hood (TT,TE,EE), low-¸ polarization (low E) and CMB lensing
spectrum likelihood (lensing) based on lensing extraction from
quadratic estimators [22]. ‘BAO’ refers to measurements of the
BAO scale (and hence of the angular diameter distance) from var-
ious recent data sets, described in detail in the references given in
the table. ‘R21’ refers to the distance ladder local measurement
of the Hubble scale from cepheids and supernovae [42].

Within the framework of a 7-parameter cosmological model
(�CDM+Ne�), the constraint on Ne� from the Planck 2018 data
release [TT,TE,EE+lowE] is Ne� = 2.92+0.36

≠0.37
(95%CL). This

number is perfectly compatible with the prediction of the stan-
dard neutrino decoupling model, Ne� = 3.044, and can be viewed
as a proof of self-consistency of the cosmological model.

The bounds can be tightened by adding information on the
low-redshift background expansion from BAOs, or local H0 mea-
surements. Finally, one can also add information on large scale
structure (LSS), i.e., on the growth rate and clustering ampli-
tude of matter as a function of scale. However, LSS data are
not very constraining for the Ne� parameter, and the only LSS
data included in Table 26.1 is the measurement of the CMB lens-
ing spectrum. All combinations of Planck 2018 data with BAO
or CMB lensing constraints return measurements consistent with
the standard expectation.

The situation is di�erent with the inclusion of the low-redshift
measurement of H0 by R21 [42], known to be in tension with
Planck in the �CDM framework. As explained in Section 26.2, the
positive correlation between Ne� and h means that inclusion of the
H0 measurement pushes Ne� to higher values, Ne� = 3.34 ± 0.14
(68%CL, Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] + BAO + R21) [11],
compatible with the standard expectation at the ≥ 2.1‡ level.
However, the Ne� extension to the �CDM model does not reduce
the tension significantly enough to be an appealing solution. It
remains to be seen whether the > 4.2‡ tension between CMB data
and direct measurements of H0 results from systematics, or from
a departure from the �CDM model [11,46–49].

The error bars on Ne� degrade mildly when the data are anal-
ysed in the context of more extended cosmological scenarios.
Adding only the total neutrino mass as an 8th free parameter

has a negligible impact on the bounds.
The authors of Ref. [23] take a more extreme point of view

and fit a 12-parameter model to Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing]
data; they obtain Ne� = 2.95 ± 0.24 (68% CL), showing that it
is very di�cult with current cosmological data to accommodate
shifts of more than 0.5 from the standard Ne� value, and to ob-
tain good fits with, for instance, a fourth (sterile) thermalized
neutrino. This is interesting since the anomalies in some oscilla-
tion data could be interpreted as evidence for at least one sterile
neutrino with a large mixing angle, which would need to be ther-
malised unless non-standard interactions come into play [5]. In
other words cosmology disfavours the explanation of the oscilla-
tions anomalies in terms of extra neutrinos if they are thermalized.

26.3.2 Are they really neutrinos, as expected?
While a value of Ne� significantly di�erent from zero (at more

than 15‡) and consistent with the expected number 3.044 yields a
powerful indirect confirmation of the C‹B, departures from stan-
dard Ne� could be caused by any ingredient a�ecting the early-
time expansion rate of the Universe. Extra relativistic particles
(either decoupled, self-interacting, or interacting with a dark sec-
tor), a background of gravitational waves, an oscillating scalar
field with quartic potential, departures from Einstein gravity, or
large extra dimensions are some of the possibilities for such in-
gredients. In principle one could even assume that the cosmic
neutrino background never existed or has decayed (like in the
“neutrinoless Universe” model of [50]) while another dark radia-
tion component is responsible for Ne� . At least, cosmological data
allow to narrow the range of possible interpretations of Ne� ƒ 3
to the presence of decoupled relativistic relics like standard neu-
trinos. Indeed, free-streaming particles leave specific signatures in
the CMB and LSS spectra, because their density and pressure per-
turbations, bulk velocities and anisotropic stress also source the
metric perturbations. These signatures can be tested in several
ways.

A first approach consists of introducing a self-interaction term
in the neutrino equations [6, 7]. Ref. [8] finds that current CMB
and BAO data are compatible with no self-interactions. The up-
per limit to the e�ective coupling constant Ge� for a Fermi-like
four-fermions interaction at 95% confidence is log

10
(Ge�MeV2) <

≠0.8 for Pl15+BAO. Note however that neutrino self-interactions
as strong as log

10
(Ge�MeV2) ƒ ≠1.4 could reconcile CMB tem-

perature and BAO data with the direct H0 measurement of
Ref [42], but such interactions seem to be hardly compatible with
BBN, laboratory constraints [10] and CMB polarization [9, 11].

A second approach consists of introducing two phenomenologi-
cal parameters, ce� and cvis (see e.g., [51–53]): c

2

e�
generalizes the

linear relation between isotropic pressure perturbations and den-
sity perturbations, while c

2

vis
modifies the neutrino anisotropic

stress equation. While relativistic free-streaming species have
(c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 1/3), a perfect relativistic fluid would have

(c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 0). Other values do not necessarily refer to

a concrete model, but make it possible to interpolate between
these limits. Planck data strongly suggests (c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 1/3)

[54, 55].
Finally, Ref. [21] (resp. [24]) shows that current data are precise

enough to detect the “neutrino drag” e�ect mentioned in Sec. 26.2
through the measurement of the CMB peak (resp. BAO) scale.
These findings show that current cosmological data are able to
detect not just the average density of some relativistic relics, but
also their anisotropies.

• Global fit, in principle model-dependent, in practise not so much for simple 
extensions of CDM 

• Internal cracks: growing tensions in cosmological data (4.2  “Hubble 
tension”) 

• Discussions about  as a solution. Currently disfavoured. 

Λ

σ

Neff > 3

(from RPP, JL & Verde) 

(De Valentino et al. 2020)
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Table 26.1: Summary of Ne� constraints.

Model 95%CL Ref.
CMB alone
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] �CDM+Ne� 2.92+0.36

≠0.37
[22]

CMB + background evolution + LSS
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] + BAO �CDM+Ne� 2.99+0.34

≠0.33
[22]

” + BAO + R21 �CDM+Ne� 3.34 ± 0.14 (68%CL) [11]
” ” +5-params. 2.85 ± 0.23 (68%CL) [23]

A few of the neutrino mass e�ects described above –free-
streaming scale, early ISW– depend on individual masses mi,
but most of them depend only on the total mass through f‹ –
suppression of the matter power spectrum, CMB lensing, shift in
angular diameter distance–. Because the latter e�ects are eas-
ier to measure, cosmology is primarily sensitive to the total massq

m‹ [38,39]. The possibility that future data sets might be able
to measure individual masses or the mass hierarchy, despite sys-
tematic errors and parameter degeneracies, has recently become
a subject of investigation [40,41].

26.3 Cosmological Constraints on neutrino
properties

In this review we focus on cosmological constraints on the abun-
dance and mass of ordinary active neutrinos. Several stringent
but model-dependent constraints on non-standard neutrinos (e.g.,
sterile neutrinos, active neutrinos with interactions beyond the
weak force, unstable neutrinos with invisible decay, etc.) can also
be found in the literature.

26.3.1 Neutrino abundance
Table 26.1 shows a list of constraints on Ne� obtained with

several combination of data sets. ‘Pl18’ denotes the Planck
2018 data, composed of a high-¸ temperature+polarization likeli-
hood (TT,TE,EE), low-¸ polarization (low E) and CMB lensing
spectrum likelihood (lensing) based on lensing extraction from
quadratic estimators [22]. ‘BAO’ refers to measurements of the
BAO scale (and hence of the angular diameter distance) from var-
ious recent data sets, described in detail in the references given in
the table. ‘R21’ refers to the distance ladder local measurement
of the Hubble scale from cepheids and supernovae [42].

Within the framework of a 7-parameter cosmological model
(�CDM+Ne�), the constraint on Ne� from the Planck 2018 data
release [TT,TE,EE+lowE] is Ne� = 2.92+0.36

≠0.37
(95%CL). This

number is perfectly compatible with the prediction of the stan-
dard neutrino decoupling model, Ne� = 3.044, and can be viewed
as a proof of self-consistency of the cosmological model.

The bounds can be tightened by adding information on the
low-redshift background expansion from BAOs, or local H0 mea-
surements. Finally, one can also add information on large scale
structure (LSS), i.e., on the growth rate and clustering ampli-
tude of matter as a function of scale. However, LSS data are
not very constraining for the Ne� parameter, and the only LSS
data included in Table 26.1 is the measurement of the CMB lens-
ing spectrum. All combinations of Planck 2018 data with BAO
or CMB lensing constraints return measurements consistent with
the standard expectation.

The situation is di�erent with the inclusion of the low-redshift
measurement of H0 by R21 [42], known to be in tension with
Planck in the �CDM framework. As explained in Section 26.2, the
positive correlation between Ne� and h means that inclusion of the
H0 measurement pushes Ne� to higher values, Ne� = 3.34 ± 0.14
(68%CL, Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] + BAO + R21) [11],
compatible with the standard expectation at the ≥ 2.1‡ level.
However, the Ne� extension to the �CDM model does not reduce
the tension significantly enough to be an appealing solution. It
remains to be seen whether the > 4.2‡ tension between CMB data
and direct measurements of H0 results from systematics, or from
a departure from the �CDM model [11,46–49].

The error bars on Ne� degrade mildly when the data are anal-
ysed in the context of more extended cosmological scenarios.
Adding only the total neutrino mass as an 8th free parameter

has a negligible impact on the bounds.
The authors of Ref. [23] take a more extreme point of view

and fit a 12-parameter model to Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing]
data; they obtain Ne� = 2.95 ± 0.24 (68% CL), showing that it
is very di�cult with current cosmological data to accommodate
shifts of more than 0.5 from the standard Ne� value, and to ob-
tain good fits with, for instance, a fourth (sterile) thermalized
neutrino. This is interesting since the anomalies in some oscilla-
tion data could be interpreted as evidence for at least one sterile
neutrino with a large mixing angle, which would need to be ther-
malised unless non-standard interactions come into play [5]. In
other words cosmology disfavours the explanation of the oscilla-
tions anomalies in terms of extra neutrinos if they are thermalized.

26.3.2 Are they really neutrinos, as expected?
While a value of Ne� significantly di�erent from zero (at more

than 15‡) and consistent with the expected number 3.044 yields a
powerful indirect confirmation of the C‹B, departures from stan-
dard Ne� could be caused by any ingredient a�ecting the early-
time expansion rate of the Universe. Extra relativistic particles
(either decoupled, self-interacting, or interacting with a dark sec-
tor), a background of gravitational waves, an oscillating scalar
field with quartic potential, departures from Einstein gravity, or
large extra dimensions are some of the possibilities for such in-
gredients. In principle one could even assume that the cosmic
neutrino background never existed or has decayed (like in the
“neutrinoless Universe” model of [50]) while another dark radia-
tion component is responsible for Ne� . At least, cosmological data
allow to narrow the range of possible interpretations of Ne� ƒ 3
to the presence of decoupled relativistic relics like standard neu-
trinos. Indeed, free-streaming particles leave specific signatures in
the CMB and LSS spectra, because their density and pressure per-
turbations, bulk velocities and anisotropic stress also source the
metric perturbations. These signatures can be tested in several
ways.

A first approach consists of introducing a self-interaction term
in the neutrino equations [6, 7]. Ref. [8] finds that current CMB
and BAO data are compatible with no self-interactions. The up-
per limit to the e�ective coupling constant Ge� for a Fermi-like
four-fermions interaction at 95% confidence is log

10
(Ge�MeV2) <

≠0.8 for Pl15+BAO. Note however that neutrino self-interactions
as strong as log

10
(Ge�MeV2) ƒ ≠1.4 could reconcile CMB tem-

perature and BAO data with the direct H0 measurement of
Ref [42], but such interactions seem to be hardly compatible with
BBN, laboratory constraints [10] and CMB polarization [9, 11].

A second approach consists of introducing two phenomenologi-
cal parameters, ce� and cvis (see e.g., [51–53]): c

2

e�
generalizes the

linear relation between isotropic pressure perturbations and den-
sity perturbations, while c

2

vis
modifies the neutrino anisotropic

stress equation. While relativistic free-streaming species have
(c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 1/3), a perfect relativistic fluid would have

(c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 0). Other values do not necessarily refer to

a concrete model, but make it possible to interpolate between
these limits. Planck data strongly suggests (c2

e�
, c

2

vis
) = (1/3, 1/3)

[54, 55].
Finally, Ref. [21] (resp. [24]) shows that current data are precise

enough to detect the “neutrino drag” e�ect mentioned in Sec. 26.2
through the measurement of the CMB peak (resp. BAO) scale.
These findings show that current cosmological data are able to
detect not just the average density of some relativistic relics, but
also their anisotropies.

• Global fit, in principle model-dependent, in practise not so much for simple 
extensions of CDM 

• Internal cracks: growing tensions in cosmological data (4.2  “Hubble 
tension”) 

• Discussions about  as a solution. Currently disfavoured. 
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(from RPP, JL & Verde) 

(De Valentino et al. 2020)
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Probes of C Bν

• measured of  compatible with prediction 3.044 

• Beyond this, details of acoustic oscillation scale in CMB and LSS spectra 
indicate free streaming ultra-relativistic species  

• Probe of neutrino drag effect : C B detected at level of its background and 
perturbations 

• Limits on non-standard neutrino self-interactions: 

Neff

ν

log10(GeffMeV2) < − 0.8
(Park et al. 2019)
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Figure 26.1: Ratio of the CMB C
T T
¸ (left, including lensing e�ects) and matter power spectrum P (k) (right, computed for each

model in units of (h≠1Mpc)3) for di�erent values of ∆Ne� © Ne� ≠ 3.044 over those of a reference model with ∆Ne� = 0. In order
to minimize and better characterise the e�ect of Ne� on the CMB, the parameters that are kept fixed are {zeq, z�, Êb, ·} and the
primordial spectrum parameters. Fixing {zeq, z�} is equivalent to fixing the fractional density of total radiation, of total matter and
of cosmological constant {�r, �m, ��} while increasing the Hubble parameter as a function of Ne� . The statistical errors on the C¸

are ≥ 1% for a band power of ∆¸ = 30 at ¸ ≥ 1000. The error on P (k) is estimated to be of the order of 5%.

Figure 26.2: Ratio of the CMB C
T T
¸ and matter power spectrum P (k) (computed for each model in units of (h≠1Mpc)3) for di�erent

values of
q

m‹ over those of a reference model with massless neutrinos. In order to minimize and better characterise the e�ect ofq
m‹ on the CMB, the parameters that are kept fixed are Êb, Êc, · , the angular scale of the sound horizon ◊s and the primordial

spectrum parameters (solid lines). This implies that we are increasing the Hubble parameter h as a function of
q

m‹ . For the matter
power spectrum, in order to single out the e�ect of neutrino free-streaming on P (k), the dashed lines show the spectrum ratio when
{Êm, Êb, ��} are kept fixed. For comparison, the error on P (k) is of the order of 5% with current observations, and the fractional C¸

errors are of the order of 1/

Ô
¸ at low ¸.

and the total neutrino average number density today:
n

0
‹ =339.5 cm≠3. Here h is the Hubble constant in units of 100

km s≠1 Mpc≠1.

26.2 E�ects of neutrino properties on cosmolog-
ical observables

As long as they are relativistic, i.e., until some time deep
inside the matter-dominated regime for neutrinos with a mass
mi π 3.15 T

eq

‹ ≥ 1.5 eV (see Big Bang Cosmology, Chap. 22
in this Review), neutrinos enhance the density of radiation: this
e�ect is parameterised by Ne� and can be discussed separately
from the e�ect of the mass that will be described later in this
section. Increasing Ne� impacts the observable spectra of CMB
anisotropies and matter fluctuations through background and per-
turbation e�ects.

26.2.1 E�ect of Ne� on the CMB
The background e�ects depend on what is kept fixed when in-

creasing Ne� . If the densities of other species are kept fixed, a
higher Ne� implies a smaller redshift of radiation-to-matter equal-
ity, with very strong e�ects on the CMB spectrum: when the
amount of expansion between radiation-to-matter equality and

photon decoupling is larger, the CMB peaks are suppressed. This
e�ect is not truly characteristic of the neutrino density, since it
can be produced by varying several other parameters. Hence, to
characterise the e�ect of Ne� , it is more useful and illuminat-
ing to enhance the density of total radiation, of total matter and
of � by exactly the same amount, in order to keep the redshift
of radiation-to-matter equality zeq and matter-to-� equality z�

fixed [18–20]. The primordial spectrum parameters, the baryon
density Êb © �bh

2 and the optical depth to reionization · can
be kept fixed at the same time, since we can simply vary Ne�

together with the Hubble parameter h with fixed {Êb, �c, ��}.
The impact of such a transformation is shown in Fig. 26.1 for
the CMB temperature spectrum C

T T
¸ (defined in Chap. 29 in

this Review) and for the matter power spectrum P (k) (defined
in Chap. 22 in this Review) for several representative values of
Ne� . These e�ects are within the reach of cosmological observa-
tions given current error bars, as discussed in Section 26.3.1 (for
instance, with the Planck satellite data, the statistical error on
the C¸’s is of the order of one per cent for a band power of ∆¸ =
30 at ¸ ≥ 1000).

With this transformation, the main background e�ect of Ne�

Fixed                                                                                         (from RPP, JL & Verde) {ωb, ωc, τ, θs}
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Table 26.2: Summary of
q

m‹ constraints.

Model 95% CL (eV) Ref.
CMB alone
Pl18[TT+lowE] �CDM+

q
m‹ < 0.54 [22]

Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] �CDM+
q

m‹ < 0.26 [22]
CMB + probes of background evolution
Pl18[TT+lowE] + BAO �CDM+

q
m‹ < 0.13 [43]

Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] + BAO + RSD �CDM+
q

m‹ < 0.10 [43]
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE]+BAO �CDM+

q
m‹+5 params. < 0.515 [23]

CMB + LSS
Pl18[TT+lowE+lensing] �CDM+

q
m‹ < 0.44 [22]

Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] �CDM+
q

m‹ < 0.24 [22]
CMB + probes of background evolution + LSS
Pl18[TT+lowE+lensing] + BAO + Lyman-– �CDM+

q
m‹ < 0.087 [44]

Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] + BAO + RSD + Pantheon + DES �CDM+
q

m‹ < 0.13 [45]

26.3.3 Neutrino masses
Table 26.2 shows a list of constraints on

q
m‹ obtained with

several combinations of data sets. The acronyms “Pl18” and
“BAO” have been described in the previous subsection, while
“Pantheon” refers to the supernovae Type Ia compilation of [56],
“RSD” to Redshift Space Distorsions in the eBOSS galaxy sur-
vey [43], and “Lyman-–” to the one-dimensional flux power spec-
trum of eBOSS quasars [44].

Given that most determinations of Ne� are compatible with
the standard prediction, Ne� = 3.044, it is reasonable to adopt
this value as a theoretical prior and to investigate neutrino
mass constraints in the context of a minimal 7-parameter model,
�CDM+

q
m‹ . Under this assumption, the most robust con-

straints come from Planck 2018 temperature and polarization data
alone:

q
m‹ < 0.26 eV (95%CL) [22]. Among the four e�ects of

neutrino masses on the CMB spectra described before, current
bounds are dominated by the first and the third e�ects (modified
late background evolution, and distortions of the temperature and
polarization spectra through weak lensing).

Adding measurements of the BAO scale is crucial, since the
determination of the angular diameter distance at small redshift
allows us to break parameter degeneracies, for instance betweenq

m‹ and h. The combination of Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] with
the most recent BAO measurements, including the eBOSS Data
Release 16 (DR16), gives

q
m‹ < 0.13 eV (95%CL) [43]. The

eBOSS survey also infers the growth rate of structures from Red-
shift Space Distorsions (RSD), which further breaks degeneracies
and tigthens the bound down to

q
m‹ < 0.10 eV (95%CL) [43].

This already challenges the inverted hierarchy mass scheme, which
predicts

q
m‹ Ø 0.11 eV. Supernovae data are less constraining

than BAO and RSD data for the neutrino mass determination.
Because the parameter correlation between

q
m‹ and H0 is

negative, the inclusion of distance ladder data provides stronger
bounds on neutrinos masses, down to

q
m‹ < 0.097 eV (95%

CL) when including Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE]+R18 [22], where R18
refers to the 2018 estimate of the Hubble rate by [57]. However,
such bounds are subject to caution, since they come from a com-
bination of discrepant data sets (at the > 3‡ level).

It is interesting to add LSS data sets, sensitive to the small-scale
suppression of the matter power spectrum due to neutrino free-
streaming. The inclusion of CMB lensing data from Planck 18
improves the CMB-only bound, but hardly a�ects the latest joint
CMB+BAO+RSD bounds [58]. The most recent Ly– forest data
from eBOSS combined with Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing]
and BAO data provides the strongest bound to date,q

m‹ < 0.087 eV (95% CL). It should however be noticed
that the full DES 3-year data prefer a lower ‡8 value than the
Planck best fit, relaxing the bound to

q
m‹ < 0.13 eV (95%CL,

Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing]+BAO+RSD+Pantheon+DES) [45].
Upper bounds on neutrino masses become weaker when the data

are analysed in the context of extended cosmological models, but
only by a small amount. Floating Ne� instead of fixing it to 3.044
has no significant impact on the neutrino mass bounds reported
in the previous paragraphs. Even in the extreme case considered

by Ref. [23], with 12 free cosmological parameters, one can see in
Table 26.2 that the bound from Planck 2018 (without lensing) +
BAO increases from 0.13 eV to 0.52 eV (95% CL) only. This shows
that current cosmological data are precise enough to disentangle
the e�ect of several extended cosmological parameters, and that
neutrino mass bounds are becoming increasingly robust.

26.4 Future prospects and outlook
The cosmic neutrino background has been detected indirectly

at very high statistical significance. Direct detection experiments
are now being planned, e.g., at the Princeton Tritium Observatory
for Light, Early Universe, Massive-neutrino Yield (PTOLEMY)
[59]. The detection prospects crucially depend on the exact value
of neutrino masses and on the enhancement of their density at
the location of the Earth through gravitational clustering in the
Milky Way and its sub-halos – an e�ect however expected to be
small [60–62].

Over the past few years the upper limit on the sum of neutrino
masses has become increasingly stringent, first indicating that the
mass ordering is hierarchical and recently putting the inverted hi-
erarchy under pressure and favouring the normal hierarchy (al-
though quantitative estimates of how disfavoured the inverted hi-
erarchy is vary depending on assumptions, see e.g. [63–65]) which
has consequences for planning future double beta decay experi-
ments.

Neutrino mass and density bounds are expected to keep im-
proving significantly over the next years, thanks to new LSS ex-
periments like DESI [66], Euclid [67], LSST [68], SPHEREx [69]
and SKA [70], in combinations with new CMB experiments like
Simons Observatory [71], CMB-S4 [72] or LiteBird [73]. If the
�CDM model is confirmed, and if neutrinos have standard prop-
erties, the total neutrino mass should be detected at the level of
at least 3–4‡ even at the minimum level allowed by oscillations.
This is the conclusion reached by several independent studies,
using di�erent dataset combinations (see e.g., [37, 74–79]). One
should note that at the minimum level allowed by oscillationsq

m‹ ≥ 0.06, neutrinos constitute ≥ 0.5% of the Universe mat-
ter density, and their e�ects on the matter power spectrum is only
at the 5% level, implying that exquisite control of systematic er-
rors will be crucial to achieve the required accuracy. At this level,
the information coming from the power spectrum shape is more
powerful than that coming from geometrical measurements (e.g.,
BAO). But exploiting the shape information requires improved
understanding of the non-linear regime, and of galaxy bias for
galaxy surveys. The fact that di�erent surveys and di�erent data
set combinations have enough statistical power to reach this level,
o�ers a much needed redundancy and the possibility to perform
consistency checks which in turns helps immensely with the con-
trol of systematic errors and in making the measurement robust.
Using the entire Universe as a particle detector, the on-going and
future observational e�orts hold the exciting prospect to provide
a measurement of the sum of neutrino masses and possibly indi-
cation of their mass hierarchy.

(from RPP, JL & Verde) 
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CMB temperature and polarisation 
Σimi < 260 meV (95%CL)

[Planck col.] 1605.02985 

95%CL upper bounds on Σimi for 7 parameters

CMB + conservative LSS information 
(BAO + RSD): 

Σimi < 100 meV (95%CL)  

CMB + more agressive LSS 
information (Lya): 

Σimi < 87 meV (95%CL)  

Inverted hierarchy is disfavoured!
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Table 26.2: Summary of
q

m‹ constraints.

Model 95% CL (eV) Ref.
CMB alone
Pl18[TT+lowE] �CDM+

q
m‹ < 0.54 [22]

Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] �CDM+
q

m‹ < 0.26 [22]
CMB + probes of background evolution
Pl18[TT+lowE] + BAO �CDM+

q
m‹ < 0.13 [43]

Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] + BAO + RSD �CDM+
q

m‹ < 0.10 [43]
Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE]+BAO �CDM+

q
m‹+5 params. < 0.515 [23]

CMB + LSS
Pl18[TT+lowE+lensing] �CDM+

q
m‹ < 0.44 [22]

Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing] �CDM+
q

m‹ < 0.24 [22]
CMB + probes of background evolution + LSS
Pl18[TT+lowE+lensing] + BAO + Lyman-– �CDM+

q
m‹ < 0.087 [44]

Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] + BAO + RSD + Pantheon + DES �CDM+
q

m‹ < 0.13 [45]

26.3.3 Neutrino masses
Table 26.2 shows a list of constraints on

q
m‹ obtained with

several combinations of data sets. The acronyms “Pl18” and
“BAO” have been described in the previous subsection, while
“Pantheon” refers to the supernovae Type Ia compilation of [56],
“RSD” to Redshift Space Distorsions in the eBOSS galaxy sur-
vey [43], and “Lyman-–” to the one-dimensional flux power spec-
trum of eBOSS quasars [44].

Given that most determinations of Ne� are compatible with
the standard prediction, Ne� = 3.044, it is reasonable to adopt
this value as a theoretical prior and to investigate neutrino
mass constraints in the context of a minimal 7-parameter model,
�CDM+

q
m‹ . Under this assumption, the most robust con-

straints come from Planck 2018 temperature and polarization data
alone:

q
m‹ < 0.26 eV (95%CL) [22]. Among the four e�ects of

neutrino masses on the CMB spectra described before, current
bounds are dominated by the first and the third e�ects (modified
late background evolution, and distortions of the temperature and
polarization spectra through weak lensing).

Adding measurements of the BAO scale is crucial, since the
determination of the angular diameter distance at small redshift
allows us to break parameter degeneracies, for instance betweenq

m‹ and h. The combination of Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE] with
the most recent BAO measurements, including the eBOSS Data
Release 16 (DR16), gives

q
m‹ < 0.13 eV (95%CL) [43]. The

eBOSS survey also infers the growth rate of structures from Red-
shift Space Distorsions (RSD), which further breaks degeneracies
and tigthens the bound down to

q
m‹ < 0.10 eV (95%CL) [43].

This already challenges the inverted hierarchy mass scheme, which
predicts

q
m‹ Ø 0.11 eV. Supernovae data are less constraining

than BAO and RSD data for the neutrino mass determination.
Because the parameter correlation between

q
m‹ and H0 is

negative, the inclusion of distance ladder data provides stronger
bounds on neutrinos masses, down to

q
m‹ < 0.097 eV (95%

CL) when including Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE]+R18 [22], where R18
refers to the 2018 estimate of the Hubble rate by [57]. However,
such bounds are subject to caution, since they come from a com-
bination of discrepant data sets (at the > 3‡ level).

It is interesting to add LSS data sets, sensitive to the small-scale
suppression of the matter power spectrum due to neutrino free-
streaming. The inclusion of CMB lensing data from Planck 18
improves the CMB-only bound, but hardly a�ects the latest joint
CMB+BAO+RSD bounds [58]. The most recent Ly– forest data
from eBOSS combined with Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing]
and BAO data provides the strongest bound to date,q

m‹ < 0.087 eV (95% CL). It should however be noticed
that the full DES 3-year data prefer a lower ‡8 value than the
Planck best fit, relaxing the bound to

q
m‹ < 0.13 eV (95%CL,

Pl18[TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing]+BAO+RSD+Pantheon+DES) [45].
Upper bounds on neutrino masses become weaker when the data

are analysed in the context of extended cosmological models, but
only by a small amount. Floating Ne� instead of fixing it to 3.044
has no significant impact on the neutrino mass bounds reported
in the previous paragraphs. Even in the extreme case considered

by Ref. [23], with 12 free cosmological parameters, one can see in
Table 26.2 that the bound from Planck 2018 (without lensing) +
BAO increases from 0.13 eV to 0.52 eV (95% CL) only. This shows
that current cosmological data are precise enough to disentangle
the e�ect of several extended cosmological parameters, and that
neutrino mass bounds are becoming increasingly robust.

26.4 Future prospects and outlook
The cosmic neutrino background has been detected indirectly

at very high statistical significance. Direct detection experiments
are now being planned, e.g., at the Princeton Tritium Observatory
for Light, Early Universe, Massive-neutrino Yield (PTOLEMY)
[59]. The detection prospects crucially depend on the exact value
of neutrino masses and on the enhancement of their density at
the location of the Earth through gravitational clustering in the
Milky Way and its sub-halos – an e�ect however expected to be
small [60–62].

Over the past few years the upper limit on the sum of neutrino
masses has become increasingly stringent, first indicating that the
mass ordering is hierarchical and recently putting the inverted hi-
erarchy under pressure and favouring the normal hierarchy (al-
though quantitative estimates of how disfavoured the inverted hi-
erarchy is vary depending on assumptions, see e.g. [63–65]) which
has consequences for planning future double beta decay experi-
ments.

Neutrino mass and density bounds are expected to keep im-
proving significantly over the next years, thanks to new LSS ex-
periments like DESI [66], Euclid [67], LSST [68], SPHEREx [69]
and SKA [70], in combinations with new CMB experiments like
Simons Observatory [71], CMB-S4 [72] or LiteBird [73]. If the
�CDM model is confirmed, and if neutrinos have standard prop-
erties, the total neutrino mass should be detected at the level of
at least 3–4‡ even at the minimum level allowed by oscillations.
This is the conclusion reached by several independent studies,
using di�erent dataset combinations (see e.g., [37, 74–79]). One
should note that at the minimum level allowed by oscillationsq

m‹ ≥ 0.06, neutrinos constitute ≥ 0.5% of the Universe mat-
ter density, and their e�ects on the matter power spectrum is only
at the 5% level, implying that exquisite control of systematic er-
rors will be crucial to achieve the required accuracy. At this level,
the information coming from the power spectrum shape is more
powerful than that coming from geometrical measurements (e.g.,
BAO). But exploiting the shape information requires improved
understanding of the non-linear regime, and of galaxy bias for
galaxy surveys. The fact that di�erent surveys and di�erent data
set combinations have enough statistical power to reach this level,
o�ers a much needed redundancy and the possibility to perform
consistency checks which in turns helps immensely with the con-
trol of systematic errors and in making the measurement robust.
Using the entire Universe as a particle detector, the on-going and
future observational e�orts hold the exciting prospect to provide
a measurement of the sum of neutrino masses and possibly indi-
cation of their mass hierarchy.

• Including of direct Hubble measurement from SN/Cepheids makes bounds 
even stronger but subject to caution 

• If tension is real and CDM is inaccurate, bound might be relaxed? Λ

(from RPP, JL & Verde) 
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Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters

Note the significantly tighter constraint with the inclusion of
Planck high-` polarization, with �Ne↵ < 1 at over 4� from
Planck alone. This constraint is not very stable between like-
lihoods, with the CamSpec likelihood giving a roughly 0.8�
lower value of Ne↵ . However, the strong limit from polarization
is also consistent with the joint Planck TT+lowP+BAO result,
so Eq. (60b) leads to the robust conclusion that �Ne↵ < 1 at over
3�. The addition of Planck lensing has very little e↵ect on this
constraint.

For Ne↵ > 3, the Planck data favour higher values of the
Hubble parameter than the Planck base ⇤CDM value, which as
discussed in Sect. 5.4 may be in better agreement with some
direct measurements of H0 . This is because Planck accurately
measures the acoustic scale r⇤/DA; increasing Ne↵ means (via
the Friedmann equation) that the early Universe expands faster,
so the sound horizon at recombination, r⇤, is smaller and hence
recombination has to be closer (larger H0 and hence smaller
DA) for it to subtend the same angular size observed by Planck.
However, models with Ne↵ > 3 and a higher Hubble constant
also have higher values of the fluctuation amplitude�8, as shown
by the coloured samples in Fig. 31. Thus, these models increase
the tensions between the CMB measurements and astrophysical
measurements of �8 discussed in Sect. 5.6. It therefore seems
unlikely that additional radiation alone can help to resolve ten-
sions with large-scale structure data.

The energy density in the early Universe can also be probed
by the predictions of big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN). In partic-
ular �Ne↵ > 0 increases the primordial expansion rate, leading
to earlier freeze-out with a higher neutron density, and hence a
greater abundance of helium and deuterium after BBN has com-
pleted. A detailed discussion of the implications of Planck for
BBN is given in Sect. 6.5. Observations of both the primordial
helium and deuterium abundance are compatible with the predic-
tions of standard BBN with the Planck base ⇤CDM value of the
baryon density. The Planck+BBN constraints on Ne↵ (Eqs. 75
and 76) are compatible, and slightly tighter than Eq. (60b).

Although there is a large continuous range of plausible Ne↵
values, it is worth mentioning briefly a few of the discrete values
from fully thermalized models. This serves as an indication of
how strongly Planck prefers base ⇤CDM, and also how the in-
ferred values of other cosmological parameters might be a↵ected
by this particular extension to base ⇤CDM. As discussed above,
one fully thermalized neutrino (�Ne↵ ⇡ 1) is ruled out at over
3�, and is disfavoured by ��2

⇡ 8 compared to base ⇤CDM
by Planck TT+lowP, and much more strongly in combination
with Planck high-` polarization or BAO. The thermalized boson
models that give �Ne↵ = 0.39 or �Ne↵ = 0.57 are disfavoured
by ��2

⇡ 1.5 and ��2
⇡ 3, respectively, and are therefore not

strongly excluded. We focus on the former since it is also consis-
tent with the Planck TT+lowP+BAO constraint at 2�. As shown
in Fig. 31, larger Ne↵ corresponds to a region of parameter space
with significantly higher Hubble parameter,

H0 = 70.6±1.0 (68%,Planck TT+lowP; �Ne↵ = 0.39). (61)
This can be compared to the direct measurements of H0 dis-
cussed in Sect. 5.4. Evidently, Eq. (61) is consistent with the
H0 prior adopted in this paper (Eq. 30), but this example shows
that an accurate direct measurement of H0 can potentially pro-
vide evidence for new physics beyond that probed by Planck. As
shown in Fig. 31, the �Ne↵ = 0.39 cosmology also has a signif-
icantly higher small-scale fluctuation amplitude and the spectral
index ns is also bluer, with
�8 = 0.850 ± 0.015
ns = 0.983 ± 0.006

)
Planck TT+lowP; �Ne↵ = 0.39. (62)
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Fig. 32. Samples from Planck TT+lowP in the Ne↵–me↵
⌫, sterile

plane, colour-coded by �8, in models with one massive sterile
neutrino family, with e↵ective mass me↵

⌫, sterile, and the three ac-
tive neutrinos as in the base ⇤CDM model. The physical mass
of the sterile neutrino in the thermal scenario, mthermal

sterile , is con-
stant along the grey dashed lines, with the indicated mass in
eV; the grey region shows the region excluded by our prior
mthermal

sterile < 10 eV, which excludes most of the area where the
neutrinos behave nearly like dark matter. The physical mass in
the Dodelson-Widrow scenario, mDW

sterile, is constant along the dot-
ted lines (with the value indicated on the adjacent dashed lines).

The �8 range in this model is higher than preferred by the
Planck lensing likelihood in base ⇤CDM. However, the fit to
the Planck lensing likelihood is model dependent and the lens-
ing degeneracy direction also associates high H0 and low ⌦m
values with higher �8. The joint Planck TT+lowP+lensing con-
straint does pull �8 down slightly to �8 = 0.84 ± 0.01 and pro-
vides an acceptable fit to the Planck data. Note that for Planck
TT+lowP+lensing, the di↵erence in �2 between the best fit base
⇤CDM model and the extension with �Ne↵ = 0.39 is only
��2

CMB ⇡ 2. The higher spectral index with �Ne↵ = 0.39 gives a
decrease in large-scale power, fitting the low ` < 30 Planck TT
spectrum better by ��2

⇡ 1, but the high-` data prefer �Ne↵ ⇡ 0.
Correlations with other cosmological parameters can be seen
in Fig. 20. Clearly, a very e↵ective way of testing these mod-
els would be to obtain reliable, accurate, astrophysical measure-
ments of H0 and �8.

In summary, models with �Ne↵ = 1 are disfavoured by
Planck combined with BAO data at about the 3� level. Models
with fractional changes of �Ne↵ ⇡ 0.39 are mildly disfavoured
by Planck, but require higher H0 and �8 compared to base
⇤CDM.

6.4.3. Simultaneous constraints on Ne↵ and neutrino mass

As discussed in the previous sections, neither a higher neu-
trino mass nor additional radiation density alone can resolve
all of the tensions between Planck and other astrophysi-
cal data. However, the presence of additional massive parti-
cles, such as massive sterile neutrinos, could potentially im-
prove the situation by introducing enough freedom to allow
higher values of the Hubble constant and lower values of
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• Planck strongly incompatible with 
fourth O(eV)-mass thermalised 
species 

• Scenarios with suppressed  
(low-T reheating; resonant 
oscillations from leptonic 
asymmetries; non-standard 
interactions with new bosons…)

ΔNeff

Gelmini et al. 2014, de Salas et al. 20 
Di Bari et al. 2001; …; Hannestad, Tambora & Tram 2012; Mirizzi et al. 2012; Saviano et al. 2013 
Dasgupta, Kopp 2015 ; Saviano et al. 2014; Mirizzi et al. 2014; Chu, Dasgupta, Kopp 2015 
Hannestad et al. 2013; Saviano et al. 2014; Archidiacono et al. 2016  
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Prospects on mass measurement

• Future LSS surveys: DESI, Euclid, LSST, SPHEREx, SKA… 

• Future CMB observations: Simons Observatory, CMB-Stage4, LiteBird 

• Planck+Euclid: at least ~ 2  

• Should grow to 3-4  with new CMB data and better LSS data 

• Could reach 5  after better measurements of reionization (radioastronomy) 

• Null detection would be revolutionary (NSI, neutrino decay…) 

• Possible shift of paradigm could reshuffle conclusions…

σ

σ

σ


